The results for searches for Supersymmetry at the Tevatron Collider are summarized in this paper. We focus here on searches for chargino/neutralino and the lightest stop, as well as scenarios with R-parity violation and split supersymmetry. No significant excesses with respect to the Standard Model were observed and constraints are set on the SUSY parameter space.
Introduction
Supersymmetry (SUSY), an attractive extension of the Standard Model (SM), is based on a new symmetry between fermions and bosons. Each Standard Model particle acquires a supersymmetric partner with ∆spin = 1/2. Most of the SUSY models considered assume the conservation of a quantum number, R-parity a , resulting in a stable lightest supersymmetric particle, the LSP. This stable, weakly interacting particle would escape detection and give rise to missing transverse energy, E T . In minimal supergravity models the lightest supersymmetric particle is usually the lightest neutralino,χ 0 1 . The non-excluded masses for the proposed superpartners are typically of the order of 100 GeV/c 2 and above, thus potentially accessible at the Tevatron. The two Tevatron experiments, DØ and CDF have successfully been taking data at √ s =1.96
TeV. Results shown are based on 300 -800 pb −1 of data.
Squarks and gluinos

Searching for stop
Due to their strong couplings, squarks and gluinos are expected to be produced abundantly at hadron colliders. The lightest stop quark,t 1 , is in many scenarios expected to be the lightest of
all the squarks, thus making it very favorable to search for at the Tevatron. Recently a search for light stop quarks in final states with e ± µ ∓ + bb+ E T was completed with the DØ detector. This is the signature oft 1 pair production, followed byt 1 → bℓν, which is expected to be the dominant decay mode when mν ∼ m W . The analysis defines 3 regions, each optimized for a particular mass difference, ∆M = mt 1 − mν. The results are shown in Table 1 below. This result was combined with the previous result 1 , the µ ± µ ∓ + bb+ E T channel. No excess above the SM expectation was observed in any of the channels and the resulting combined limit is shown in figure 1. 
Stopped gluinos
DØ has also looked into a possible signature for split supersymmetry 2 , where the new SUSY scalars can be much heavier than the fermions. In that case the decay of the gluino into squarks would be heavily suppressed and the gluino therefore could have a lifetime long enough to stop in the calorimeters and decay to g +χ 0 1 . This would appear as an event with one high E T shower and thereby implicit large E T , out of time with a collision, due to the long lifetime of the gluino. The data used for the search is collected by a trigger for diffractive physics, and the energy spectrum of the shower is studied for signal and backgrounds. The analysis finds no hints of stopped gluinos in the measured spectrum and thus proceeds to set a limit on the gluino mass. Figure 2 shows the resulting exclusion region.
3 Chargino-neutralino
Multilepton final states
The cross section for the associated production ofχ ± 1 andχ 0 2 is expected to be significant at the Tevatron due to the light masses. In the case where both decay leptonically,χ
1 , one can have very clean final states of 3 leptons, plus E T caused by the χ 0 1 's and the neutrino. Very few SM processes contribute to such a signature, the dominant being Drell-Yan plus a misidentified jet or a γ → e + e − conversion, and real W Z production. CDF presented new results on trileptons looking at many different decay channels. Results are summarized in Table 2 . The E T spectrum for the µµ channel is illustrated in Figure 3 . No significant excess is observed and limits are set on the χ ± 1 mass in minimal models. A previous DØ analysis 3 sets a limit of m χ ± 1 ≥117 GeV/c 2 for ml ∼ mχ0 2 . Table 2 : CDF results of search forχ 
Diphotons
In another popular SUSY model, Gauge Mediated Supersymmetry Breaking (GMSB), the LSP is the gravitino, the super partner of the graviton. Each of theχ 0 1 's from chargino-neutralino production will decay into a gravitino and a photon. Independently of the decays of the charginos and other neutralinos, each pair produced set of gauginos will therefore have a final state with two photons and E T . DØ has searched for this signature in 760 pb −1 of data. Four events are observed with an expected background of 2.1±0.7 events. The resulting limits are shown in 
R-parity violation
4.1χ 0 1 → µµν Imposing R P conservation is not a necessity in supersymmetry. The Tevatron experiments therefore also look for signatures that could arise from decays where R-parity is violated. Rparity violation would add more terms to the supersymmetric Lagrangian, for instance for lepton flavor violation:
A non-zero λ would cause decays of the lightest neutralino into neutrinos and charged leptons. A CDF analysis looking for an excess of eel(l) and µµl(l) final states, with l = e, µ, is sensitive to both λ 121 and λ 122 couplings. The observation is compatible with expectation given the uncertainties in 346 pb −1 of data. Both the 3 and 4 lepton signatures were investigated and combined to set limits on the couplings: σ <0.21 pb for λ 121 > 0 and 0.11 pb for λ 122 > 0.
Long-lived LSP
DØ looked for the decay of the neutralino to leptons and a neutrino in 383 pb −1 of data. The analysis focuses on the scenario where the R P coupling is weak and the LSP would travel ≥ 5 cm before decaying. This possibility was inspired by an excess in dimuon events reported by NuTeV 4 . No events are observed with an expectation of 0.8±1.1±1.1 from backgrounds and the limit set ( Figure 5 ) excludes the possibility that the NuTeV events are due to neutralino decay. 6 Conclusions CDF and DØ have searched for new physics in the form of supersymmetry and find no evidence for such new physics. The limits presented are the worlds best at this time. With the Tevatron and the experiments now working optimally we expect to chart much more uncovered territory in the coming few years.
